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Expert System has been operating in the field of linguistics since 1989. 
After many years' experience in the development of software for the 
consumer market, it has turned to the market of business solutions.

Who is Expert System

Today, the company consists
of three divisions:

- eCRM,
- Knowledge Management &      
Text Mining 
- Language solutions and 
services



Cogito is able to elaborate in an 
intelligent way the knowledge contained 
in texts written in the everyday 
language, for the retrieval of meanings, 
the comprehension of natural language, 
the sharing and circulation of knowledge, 

etc...



Thanks to the most advanced linguistic technologies, Cogito

recognizes all the aspects:
- structure
- vocabulary
- semantics
in the texts, through a deep analysis and disambiguation of all 
the found elements, thanks to a rich and complex representation 
of the real world.



About... Scalability

About... Customization

About... trasversality



Some Cogito components

1) ITALIAN / ENGLISH SENSIGRAFO

2) MORPHOLOGICAL, GRAMMATICAL AND SYNTACTICAL PARSER

3) THESAURUS

4) ADVANCED GRAMMAR CHECK

5) ITALIAN-ENGLISH / ENGLISH-ITALIAN DICTIONARY

6) ITALIAN VERTICAL DICTIONARIES

7) CORPUS

8) MEANINGS DISAMBIGUATOR



Semantic Network and Parsing
The Behavior of 

The components of Cogito can work both 
alone and in collaborative mode.

Sensigrafo
Parsing



Focus on: the Disambiguator

If you want to ask a program to distinguish betwween: 

You must first teach a software to think "like a person". 

Disambiguation:
this is the true problem with  
automatic text interpretation. 



How the disambiguator works

The students carry law textbooks to the lesson

Some libraries carry law textbooks

The new carry law is not deterring crime

Es: the word CARRY can have various interpretations.



A linguistic technology platform like 
COGITO is a key element to develop 
products for the 

text and information mining
In function of filtering. 



Text and information MiningText and information Mining
Semantics for the filtering of contents Semantics for the filtering of contents 

from a sea of documents.from a sea of documents.



With the ever increasing amount of potentially useful 
information available on Internet and Intranet, the solutions for 
Information Mining offered by Expert System make it possible 

to find and filtering information required quicklyto find and filtering information required quickly
The solutions offered by 
Expert System for 
Information Mining make 
use of language technology 
to look for, to organise, to 
elaborate and filtering 
unstructured contents.

The problem is to understand 
the double sense of a word and 
correctly stop only the 
vulgar/sexual talk and 
contents.

The filter must be applied on 
the meaning of the word and 
not on a specific sequence of 
signs







The semantic-net of 
Cogito ®



E-mails, SMS, contributions to forums, chats and news feeds 
can be object of intense real-time analysis.

The Beagle Monitor is able to to ““sniff outsniff out”” pieces of pieces of 
information information deemed to be particularly critical or dangerous, 
thus constituting a valuable support tool for these needs.

Examining Real-Time 

streams of data

semantic net
so it is possible to isolate people 
and/or situations with the help 
of even very complex lexical 
structures of synonyms and 
hyponyms.



Filtering criterion

Input of sms Output of sms 
filtering



Conceptual Information Search

Expert System’s language technology is able to 
extrapolate conceptsextrapolate concepts and deal with the information 
within a document in an intelligent manner.

Text analysis is based 
on the recognition of
concepts and is 
independent of the 
terms used to define 
them, thus forming 
cognitional maps of
texts. Filtering information

using
Natural Language
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